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In May 2012 two starkly contrasting kinds of “encounter” occurred between Europeans and North American Indians, both of which fall under the remit of this volume. The first encounter, in the form of Dutch Eurovision pop singer Joan Franka dressed in Plains culture attire, figures what Choctaw/Cherokee/Irish literary critic Louis Owens has called the “damningly hyperreal ‘Indian’”; the second, meanwhile, involved a political figure, Assembly of First Nations (AFN) Chief Shawn A-in-chut Atleo, representative of an agency whose real presence, particularly in Europe, has all too frequently been occluded by the presence of the signified “Indian.” That dialectic of absence and presence, codified in what Anishinaabe writer Gerald Vizenor calls the indian, “a simulation of impure imagination,” produces the indian as “a case of cultural nostalgia, the presence of tradition in a chemical civilization”. Natives, thereby, “are secured as the unnameable, an aesthetic niche, the obscure entries on a bourgeois cruise of culture.” This volume of essays set out to determine the degree to which these two figures still mark the gulf between the real and the romantic in the European imaginary.

The formal establishment of the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII), in July 2000, which followed slowly on from the first election to UN office of an Indigenous representative—Chief Ted Moses of the Grand Council of the Crees (Eeyou Istchee)—in 1989, has made considerable inroads towards a global movement of Indigenous peoples. Since Cayuga Statesman Deskaheh’s diplomatic visit to the League of Nations in 1924, as he attempted to secure international recognition for the rights and struggles of his people, Native North Americans have been among the vanguard of this international political development. Native North Americans have also served in Europe throughout the twentieth century, as members of US and Canadian armed forces. Since Sac and Fox athlete Jim Thorpe’s herculean feats at the 1912 Stockholm Olympics
(where he won golds in the pentathlon and decathlon), Native North American sportsmen and women have competed in major competitions across Europe. Native businesspeople and entrepreneurs, actors, musicians, dancers, writers, and more, live in and regularly visit Europe; and yet, as this volume displays, the common myths and stereotypes, the reductive tropes and romanticised figures of the American Indian prevail. We ask here, predominantly, why this should be the case: what this phenomenon tells us about Europe and European cultures in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries; and to what degree the continued nostalgia towards romanticised images of North America’s Indigenous peoples merely reflects an increased dissatisfaction with the political and cultural modernity on offer in Europe, or something more fundamental and less tangible?

* * *

The first of the encounters mentioned above encapsulates a universal childhood: as Franka stood on the stage of the Eurovision song contest finals in Baku, Azerbaijan, she invoked childhood games of cowboys and Indians for the millions of viewers in the forty-three participating countries. Dressed in a Plains-style dress and full war bonnet, her song “You and Me,” about childhood romance, employed the commonest of tropes—the combination of lyrics, outfit, and stylized backdrop—to evoke nostalgia, lost innocence, and brokenheartedness. The problematics of performance gave way entirely, it would seem, to the possibility for spectacle, lending color to an otherwise bland song.

At a basic level, Franka’s choice of costume echoes the current trend for the so-called hipster headdress that has swept the United States and filtered through to Europe despite long-running commentary on cultural appropriation in the fashion industry. As Métis commentator Chelsea Vowel notes, “these headdresses are... restricted within the cultures to men who have done certain things to earn them. It is very rare for women in Plains cultures to wear these headdresses, and their ability to do so is, again, quite restricted.” Such a choice of outfit is hardly a simple matter of cultural borrowing; it is what many cultural insiders would consider desecration at worst, offense at best. That the Eurovision’s own website ran with a story headlined, without obvious irony, “Joan goes Native for the Netherlands,” indicates perhaps the breadth of the gap of understanding between co-opter and co-optee.

But the attire and its context carry further subtexts that neither performer, venue, nor audience are asked to address. To follow Carocci in this volume, for instance, the sight of a European woman wearing a masculine Plains headdress; and the song’s narrative of the girl (as Indian) being left
brokenhearted by the boy (as cowboy), raises the specter of a history of European sexual fantasy that has served a whole range of purposes, from othering to emasculating, among other more or less insidious representations of indigenous bodies. It is, of course, unlikely that such connections were consciously made in Franka’s choice, although that is beside the point. What is significant in this instance is the availability and objectification of elements of living cultures. When asked at a press conference on the nature of her act, Franka, who appeared wearing a single feather in her hair, suggested that “the 60s will return and that the clothes and fashion and music are still popular.” However we read them, such appropriations stem from, and exhibit, a simple assumption about the availability of the signifier. And its ubiquity in childhood, as Kate Flint notes, came with a very clear message germane to Franka’s song of sympathy and heartbreak: exciting, adventurous, and even valiant though the role was, “to be an Indian [in play always] meant, ultimately, to be on the losing side” (xi).

More poignantly, though, the second encounter mentioned at the outset is an example of an exchange that lends the lie to such assumptions. On May 22, during a short tour of Canada as a precursor to his mother’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations, British heir to the throne Prince Charles met with First Nations leaders in Toronto. The meeting was one in a historical line of representations by First Nations leaders to the British Crown. Significantly, this delegation took the particular opportunity to ask Charles to request a direct meeting with the Queen on their behalf, using the direct relationship between First Nations and the British monarchy to intervene in Canadian policy—a reminder that these are international relationships between sovereign nations. Grand Chief David Harper of Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak, in attendance alongside Chief Atleo, features in many of the press photographs dressed in ceremonial ribbon shirt and full headdress, presenting the Prince with an eagle feather. If, to the uninitiated eye, the visual signifiers of Indianness in these images seem to echo, or be echoed by Franka’s sartorial choices, context dispels all thoughts of similarity.

The significance of such a moment, lost to many in the UK for whom the “spectacle” is served by Chief Harper’s regalia, is hugely symbolic. Atleo has written:

> Canada, as a successor state, has not honored the spirit and intent of treaties, and the chiefs made sure to remind them of previous assurances provided by Queen Elizabeth when she affirmed the treaties in an address on July 5, 1973, to the chiefs in Alberta, stating, “You may be assured that my Government of Canada recognizes the importance of full compliance with the spirit of your treaties.”


Making the most of the international spotlight to both reassert indigenous claims to land title, legal and political self-determination, and other questions of justice, and to reemphasize the inherent rights of indigenous peoples to these claims, Chief Atleo, former National Chief of the AFN Ovide Mercredi, Chief Harper, and others make exchange a matter of sovereignty, not spectacle. If Harper’s appearance does not underline the nonavailability of the image Franka deploys in the name of nostalgia, the gulf between these two occasions ought at least to illuminate what is at stake.

**European indians and the Indigenous Peoples of the Americas**

This tension between popular culture and indigenous politics is often palpable. To focus too much attention on the former means eliding the realities of the latter, or placing too much emphasis on indigenous peoples as ongoing victims of encounter rather than agents of change and exchange. In recent years, a number of Native scholars in the United States have turned their attention specifically to indigenous epistemological and interpretive frameworks, rejecting the emphasis on stereotype and appropriation for, for instance, consideration of “the specific contexts and aesthetics of Native literary production.” This tribalcentered approach favors what its leading critics have called American Indian (Literary) Nationalism. Such moves prioritize continuity, indigenous modes of (intellectual) production, and—though not uncontroversial terminology—cultural and intellectual sovereignty over the scenes of rupture and absence disclosed by an emphasis on settler-colonial relations. Indeed, such moves provide the key, if not the only, locus of action. Preceded and echoed by prominent voices above the forty-ninth parallel, such as Métis scholar Lee Maracle, Cherokee writer Thomas King, Cherokee scholar Daniel Heath Justice, and Anishinaabe scholar Niigaanwewidam James Sinclair, among others, they have turned the critical conversation largely away from generalizing postcolonial and postmodern critiques of hybridity and marginalization, rupture and nonreferential “play” to the continuing importance of nation and culture, sovereignty and treaty rights that characterize the contemporary political sphere for many tribal peoples. Far from ignoring or denying these constitutive categories, these critics insist on the primacy of other means of constructing identity, and on the right to “identify and write as Native without being chided or pressured to acknowledge our mixed-bloodedness and hybridity.” Moving away, then, from Native Studies’ earlier preoccupation with the image of the Indian to a focus on Native lived experience; and from narratives of change to those of cultural survival (and what Vizenor characterizes as “survivance,” “an active
repudiation of dominance…tragedy, nihilism, and victimry”\(^{13}\), Native Studies scholarship seeks to surpass the site of encounter as the center of fresh scholarly debate.

If this volume, then, appears to hark back to well-trodden ground, it is not without recognition of the above discourse. On the contrary, it is with the assertion that the ground broken by that earlier scholarship, and by more recent indigenous advocacy in North America, does not have its counterpart in Europe; in other words, in the virtual absence of Native Americans in Europe, the \textit{indian} is everywhere. Indeed, the disconnection is so fully established that around the time Prince Charles was being petitioned by First Nations leaders, his mother had been enjoying the entertainment of a Commonwealth spectacle wherein First Nations dancers were placed on the bill under the header “Cowboys and Injuns,” and asked to “perform after a specialty rodeo act, with cowgirls doing roping stunts, and dance to canned, cliché [sic] Indian music plucked from old Western movies.”\(^{14}\) While the long history of diplomatic exchange is up to date, the \textit{spectacle} of encounter is locked in the imagination some time in the late nineteenth century.

But when Métis scholar Emma LaRocque writes in \textit{When the Other Is Me: Native Resistance Discourse, 1850–1990} that “it is taken here that Native-White relationships in Canada are rooted in the colonizer/colonized complex” (3), she articulates a context that no longer has purchase in Europe. The basic premise is a fair one. Roy Harvey Pearce’s 1953 study \textit{Savagism and Civilization: A Study of the Indian and the American Mind} still stands as the first and arguably most significant study of the representative role the Native American came to play in European ideas of itself. In a later study \textit{The White Man’s Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to the Present} (1979), Robert M. Berkhofer would depend on the essential premise that \textit{indians} are rarely represented “for themselves but only in counterpart to White values, as metaphors in the struggle between savagery and civilization.”\(^{15}\) But that this relationship, in European (re)constructions of the \textit{indian}, bears in any direct way on a particular political relationship with Native peoples themselves, has not been true in any ideological sense since the end of European domination of the New World.

Beginning in the belief that there is undoubtedly a resurgent general interest in the concept of indigeneity as a state that is \textit{both} remote and available, this volume argues that the combination of indigenism with a more general fascination with American culture and power makes the \textit{indian} a peculiarly potent symbol in European cultures. Christian Feest’s edited volume \textit{Indians and Europe} (1989) was groundbreaking in this respect, as its 1999 reprinting by Nebraska University Press demonstrates.
As Feest wrote in its preface, “Indians and Europe [deals] specifically with European views of this relationship, with images that are part of the Old World’s cultural heritage,” but it does so only up until the very early twentieth century.

Twentieth-century representations of Indians and Indians, meanwhile, have been thoroughly examined by writers and editors in the United States and Canada. In her Going Native: Indians in the American Cultural Imagination (2001) Shari M. Huhndorf notes, for instance, that “over the last century, going native has become a cherished American tradition, an important—even necessary—means of defining European-American identities and histories,” arguing that the phenomenon “articulates and attempts to resolve widespread ambivalence about modernity as well as anxieties about the terrible violence marking the nation’s origins.” With a similar focus on “the nation’s origins,” Philip J. Deloria’s Playing Indians (1998) addresses the infusion of Indian imagery in political self-identification, the leisure industry, and elsewhere. Examples in film and theater, literary texts, and other forms of popular culture are legion, while the “mystical” side of Native appropriations has been tackled by writers such as Geary Hobson in “The Rise of the White Shaman as a New Version of Cultural Imperialism” and Wendy Rose in “Just What Is All This Fuss about Whiteshamanism, Anyway?” Andrea Smith’s essay “Walking in Balance” usefully relates these debates back to the politics of decolonization and spiritual practice.

In all cases these writers deal almost solely with American culture, mentioning Europeans either only in considering the colonial period or only insofar as later European actions had a direct and immediate effect on American culture. As the variety and vibrancy of the chapters in this book demonstrate, the imagined figure of “the” American Indian has held an important position in the cultural imagination of Europe throughout the twentieth and into the twenty-first centuries. They do so in ways that both mirror but are also distinct from appropriations and representations in North America, not least for the ways in which they reflect specifically European values not in terms of “encounter” or “discovery” but in terms of a self-contained (if not hermetic) cultural symbolic. The chapters here map the wide diffusion of such examples (and many more could be given), suggesting that these represent a major, yet underexplored, facet of European culture. European representations of this figure originally clustered around the philosophical ideal of the Noble Savage, which preceded contact with indigenous Americans. With the advent of American global hegemony in the twentieth century, however, the idealized “Red Indian” came also to be representative both of American power and, paradoxically, of resistance to or subversion of the United States. These contradictory images,
we contend, form a remarkably stable nexus to be found widely dispersed throughout European cultures today, a true expression of a European imaginary. Although the German hobbyist movements have already been closely scrutinized in this regard,\textsuperscript{19} we agree with Feest that the phenomenon is trans-European, and that “more studies of non-German fiction on Indians, which would help us place German writings in their proper European perspective [are needed].”\textsuperscript{20} The chapters in this volume make clear the phenomena under scrutiny here go well beyond fiction or performances inspired and influenced by that fiction, to permeate various levels of diverse European cultures.

It is a truism almost beyond repetition that Native Americans have been of endless fascination to Europeans since explorers, from Columbus onward, located an archetype for the self-reflexive musings of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century intellectuals on the nature of Europe’s civilization(s). In fact, the Amerindian as “rendered” by commentators from Montaigne’s “Of Cannibals” (1580), through Dryden’s \textit{Conquest of Granada} (1672) or Pope’s “Essay on Man” (1734), and on to Dickens’s satiric “The Noble Savage” (1853), was a “ready made,” already formed by the colonial narrative of European relations with Africa, which provided a dialectical binary of savagery and civilization dating back to classical Greece. Ideas about savagery came also from the Islamic world—Rousseau, for one, was influenced by Ibn Tufail’s twelfth-century \textit{Hayy ibn Yaqhdan}; and Asia, particularly through the thirteenth-century travels of Marco Polo and \textit{The Travels of Sir John Mandeville}. Polo, for instance, described the residents of the Andaman Islands, whom he identifies as anthropophagi (cannibals), as having heads like dogs—a pre-Socratic stereotype of Asian peoples resulting, according to Avramescu (2011), from an “idea adopted from Pliny, probably via a confusion with the Latin term \textit{Canis}.”\textsuperscript{21}

Susi Colin suggests that “we should refrain from dismissing…early portrayals of American Indians, however inaccurate, as mere fantasy products,” since such illustrators lacked direct visual evidence and were compelled, inevitably, to draw from subjective accounts and on “associations with images anchored in their own tradition…that the discoverers themselves seemed to call for.”\textsuperscript{22} Even before their “discovery,” then, the New World Indigene was well known to Europeans, an archetype of the “primitive” whose characteristics were established before Columbus had even arrived. Where Columbus, as with later explorers, encountered friendly tribespeople, his reports, if tinged with assumptions as to their suitability for servitude, indicate such “friendly and well-dispositioned people who bear no arms except for small spears.” But in his recording of conversation with these new found friends (a complicated conversation, since by his own admission, they had no means of common understanding), he
also established a paradigm for the hostile American: “I also understand that, a long distance from here, there are men with one eye and others with dogs’ snouts who eat men. On taking a man they behead him and drink his blood and cut off his genitals.” The bon and the mauvais sauvage are born, their images laid over a blueprint many centuries in the making.

Not forgetting that Columbus believed he had arrived in the Indies, the allusion to Polo’s earlier assumptions arguably indicates a form of double cultural projection—his interlocutors’ prejudices about their enemies notwithstanding, Columbus may simply be rehearsing a well-known narrative. Indeed, as Mackay notes in this volume, the kinds of features and behaviors attributed to these new “discoveries” throughout the Americas—indeed throughout the New World—tended more toward fantasy, even wish fulfillment, than accuracy, having “their roots in European stories of fantastic beings that go back to long before the discovery of America.” While this volume clearly has its roots in the same fascination that drove those inquiries into the nature of European civilization, it is without the attendant colonial relations that gradually (if never entirely) corrected the narrative. On the North American continent, the continued encounter between Europeans—and later Euroamericans—and Natives was one that engendered a political, social, and economic dialectic. That dialectic in turn produced new cultures, and later new nations.

In his two best-known works, Deloria establishes an illuminating dialogue that speaks to this process of nation-formation. In the aforementioned Playing Indian he documents and analyzes the various ways in which American institutions and individuals—from the Order of Red Men to the Boy Scouts, from the Boston Tea Party activists to the Grateful Dead—have constructed their images and identities according to, and in mimicry of, a treasury of stereotypes and misconceptions of the American Indian. Acting out stock fantasies, the Euroamerican in North America has long appropriated this figure to service a range of ideological agendas. In Indians in Unexpected Places (2004), in turn, Deloria mines the rich field of his own inheritance, examining ways in which Native individuals in the twentieth century disrupted those stereotypes simply by refusing or failing to conform to the premodern assumptions surrounding the indian. In North America this juxtaposition is well understood, at least among Native peoples themselves. Writing about a famous photograph of Red Cloud Woman, sitting in a buckskin dress having her nails done in a beauty salon in Denver in 1941, Deloria asks: “Why should any audience allow [her]—or any other Indian person engaged in anything unexpected—to be persistently and automatically designated anomalous?” The designation of anomaly, a conclusion Deloria draws from the chuckles this apparent juxtaposition of the “primitive” and the “modern” tends to elicit, is the
outcome of stereotypes, he argues. And stereotypes have “been . . . important tool[s] for understanding the relation between representations . . . and the concrete exercise of power.” The presence of the Indian, then, necessarily figures the absence of the Dakota, the Anishinaabeg, the Cherokee, or Diné, into the interpellative maneuvers of settler colonialism, wherein “liberal colonialist discourses depend upon sublimating indigenous cultures and histories into fictive hybridities and social constructions.”

The Native American in Europe occupies a similarly paradoxical place, but with that one key difference: whereas in the United States and Canada, Native Americans maintain degrees of resistance to North American hegemonies, seeking innovative, often subversive and occasionally confrontational means of redress, in Europe there is no similarly visible (or audible) advocacy. Populations of Native Americans in European countries tend to be very small and widely scattered, and, perhaps surprisingly, there are still significant examples in European academia of limited interaction with Native scholarship, a sense of detachment that Indigenous activism in North American education has long since rendered untenable.

Outside the Native Studies classroom, where well-meaning instructors speak about and (all too often) on behalf of Native issues, the Native American in Europe is too often a specter, a ghostly image of a past actualized by the always already anomalous appearance of the Indian.

This is not to suggest that there is no response at all. Blogs such as Rob Schmidt’s Blue Corn Comics, Debbie Reese’s American Indians in Children’s Literature, and Adrienne K’s Native Appropriations, not to mention the aforementioned online newspaper Indian Country Today, do pick up on some of these issues—even relatively obscure instances of appropriation—but such publications tend largely to circulate within informed circles, and certainly have minimal discernible impact in Europe, not least because they are written exclusively in English. Easily dismissed in Europe, so far from the major concerns and contexts, such response remains relatively muted.

In 2004, for instance, hip hop group OutKast generated furious response and multiple apologies from CBS Television in the United States when they performed at the Grammy Awards wearing kitsch Plains Indian costumes. In stark contrast, the far more troubling video to the bestselling hit “Pjanoo” by Swedish DJ Eriq Prydz in 2008, and Joan Franka’s Eurovision outfit, were greeted, respectively, with almost total indifference and muted concern, again confined largely to the blogosphere. Similarly, although the major issues and controversies over the use of Native imagery, appropriation of spiritual traditions, and self-determination are often known about in Europe, they are rarely perceived to be “live” issues there with regard to representation. In the decade during which many American sports teams were finally disabused of their
mascots (the most famous being the University of Illinois’s Chief Illiniwek in 2007) and other high-profile court battles engaged (among them, the University of North Dakota’s “Fighting Sioux” name and logo proving particularly controversial), British rugby team Exeter RFC consolidated their long-standing nickname—“Chiefs”—in a rebranding exercise. Though used since the early 1920s to designate the first team, as is common in West Country vernacular ("chief" as in "principal"), it was not until Exeter adopted the moniker formally and produced a warrior-head logo in full war bonnet that the name became national (and now international). The logo, ironically very similar to that used by the Wisconsin Indian Education Association “Teach Respect—not Racism” icon, forms the basis of the club’s branding, which is completed by a stereotyped mascot named “Big Chief,” a club chant called the “Tomahawk Chop” (common across the United States), and an Internet fansite called “The Tribe.” Needless to say, many fans attend games wearing garish fake-headdresses and carrying plastic tomahawks. The rebranding has been a huge financial success. Its success depends, of course, like the success of other appropriations and stereotypes, on that aforementioned absence of resistance.

Rightly, we are used to the condemnation of the uses and abuses of this figure. In the main, that censure of appropriative practice is wholly necessary, imperative even. As Marta Carlson notes, “dominant cultures often have the privilege and freedom to appropriate and incorporate cultural practices of the ‘Other,’ and these appropriations serve various purposes,” such as “illuminat[ing] particular mechanisms of hegemony.” But even Carlson was surprised by the “academic approach” and “involvement with contemporary Native American issues” she discovered among the first group of East German hobbyists she encountered. While the experiences she recounts after this, particularly in West Germany, fit what one might imagine to be the more conventional reality of hobbyism, this attendant complication of the narrative of appropriation she expected is instructive, nevertheless. John Blackbird (Cree) lived and worked in Germany for several years, where he found himself a celebrity among the 40,000 plus “Indianer” hobbyists (Bataille talks of over 85,000 hobbyists). Although, according to Noemi Lopinto, he sometimes got frustrated by the nature of this attention (Lopinto describes his status as “dime-store Indian”), he preferred it, she insisted, to the peculiar mix of romanticism and racism back in Canada, and so chose to remain in Germany to educate audiences about the realities of present-day Native lives, particularly through his film Powwow. Now resident in Canada again, it is Blackbird’s artwork that can be seen on the tipis on the front cover of this volume, in a photograph taken by his partner, Renae Watchman, in the Sackpfeife hills of Northern Germany.
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